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Chapter I 

Introduction 

 

1.1. Entertainment is an important aspect of human life. It brings happiness, 

which is the most powerful medicine that helps to keep our mental health 

and well-being. It also means drowning the monotony of our daily lives. 

Entertainment can have various forms such as watching movies, listening 

to songs, or reading books, hobbies, sports, or other materials that make 

one happy, or even debates and discussion on societal and other issues. 

 

1.2. Films are one of the best forms of mass entertainment as they have 

something to offer to everyone. They are inexpensive, enjoyable and 

provide a very pleasant mass viewing experience. Public movie watching 

in the theatres came to a halt during COVID-19 pandemic due to health 

safety reasons. However, same is resumed now as we have moved towards 

normalcy. Even though there are alternatives such as television and OTT 

(Over The Top) platforms, they do not provide a traditional mass viewing 

experience. A “drive-in theatre” is a possible substitute that does provide 

a more specific feeling of that of a classic cinema hall. 

 

1.3. A drive-in theatre or drive-in cinema is a form of cinema structure 

consisting of a large outdoor movie screen, a projection booth, 

a concession stand, and a large parking area for automobiles. Within this 

enclosed area, customers can view movies from the privacy and comfort of 

their cars. India has around 18 drive-in theatres across the country. The 

low-power FM broadcasting is one of the methods to transmit movie audio 

to the audience in a drive-in theatre.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Movie_screen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Projection_booth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concession_stand
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automobile
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1.4. Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) has received references dated 

07.03.2022 (Annexure I) from Ministry of Information and Broadcasting 

(MIB) wherein following is mentioned: 

 

“         As you are aware that the Ministry of Information and 
Broadcasting grants permission to eligible organizations for setting up 
Community Radio Stations in India. The Ministry had recently received 
an application from M/s PVR Limited, seeking permission to establish a 
Community Radio Station, to be used for commercial purposes. The 
application could not be acceded to as commercial (profit-oriented) entities 

are prohibited from applying for Community Radio license, under the 
Policy Guidelines for setting up Community Radio Station in India. 

 
2.   The applicant, however, informed that he intends to establish a 
low power FM transmission system, to be used commercially for Drive-in 
theatre application. The idea behind the application is that a theatre-sized 
screen may be placed in an open space for viewing the content and a low 
power FM Transmitter, with a range confined to that space, may be used 
to broadcast the audio of the content on a certain frequency. The driven-
in audience then would be able to tune in to the said frequency in their 
cars and listen to the content. This would avoid any noise pollution. The 
idea is additionally inspired by the restrictions imposed on large public 
gatherings due to ongoing pandemic. 

 
3.         It is felt that demand for such drive-in theatre services might rise 
in the future which could generate sizeable and steady revenue streams 
for the Government. At present, however, there are no provisions under 
any Guidelines for this new kind of service.” 

 

1.5. MIB has sought recommendations of Telecom Regulatory Authority of 

India (TRAI) on the need & timing for introduction of new service provider 

under Section 11(1)(a)(i) of TRAI Act. 

 

1.6. Apart from drive-in theatres, some other services also use low-power short 

range FM Radio broadcasting which are intended for limited locations and 

reception area e.g., hospital radio services, amusement parks, business 

premises, closed communities such as residential complex, small 
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habitations, commentary for local events such as air shows and sports 

events etc. 

 

1.7. Use of low power FM Radio for Drive-in theatres and other applications are 

present in several international markets. The provisions related to use of 

low power FM Radio in Australia, New Zealand, UK, and USA, which are 

relevant to this consultation paper, have been studied and are given in 

Appendix to this paper. 

 

1.8. Accordingly, this Consultation Paper has been prepared to seek the 

comments/views of the stakeholders on the issues related to low power 

short range sound broadcasting. Chapter II discusses various issues 

related to low-power FM radio broadcasting. A summary of issues for 

consultation is provided in Chapter III.   
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Chapter II 

  Issues related to low power small range FM Radio broadcasting  

 

A. Need for the introduction of new category of service provider for using 

low power small range FM Radio broadcasting  

 

2.1. MIB’s reference dated 7th March 2022 is limited to use of low power FM 

radio broadcasting by drive-in theatres. Several methods can be used to 

broadcast the synchronized audio of the movie to the viewers, which are 

given in Annexure-II.  

 

2.2. In addition to drive-in theatres, other services that make use of low-power 

FM radio broadcasting covering a limited area include hospital radio 

services, amusement parks; and commentary for events such as air shows, 

sports etc. Services whose reception is limited and targeted to special 

interest groups, for example, arenas or business premises, being provided 

during a limited period utilize low-power FM broadcasting. Services that 

provide pre-recorded regularly repeated audio content also utilize low-

power FM broadcasting. 

 

2.3. Low power FM Radio broadcasting can be useful in a variety of settings 

other than drive-in theatres, including: 

(a) Emergency broadcasting: Low power FM can be used to provide 

emergency information during natural disasters or other emergencies 

for specific geographical areas like a coastal village. This can be 

especially useful in areas where traditional communication methods 

may not be available. 

(b) Residential Complexes: Low power FM broadcasting can be used to 

communicate important messages to residents of a building complex, 
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such as, resident meeting announcements, information regarding 

events such as festival celebrations, and other updates. It can also be 

used to promote safety within the building society, by broadcasting 

safety messages and alerts such as traffic updates, weather reports. It 

will be an effective method for broadcasting important information in 

the events of emergencies such as fire, earthquake etc. 

(c) Industrial exhibitions and small businesses: Low power FM can be 

used by small businesses to promote their products or services to local 

customers. This can be especially useful for businesses that rely on 

foot traffic or local customers. Events exhibiting specific industrial 

products can also use radio to reach the targeted audience. 

(d) Sports commentary: Low power FM can be used to broadcast live 

commentary of sports events within the stadium/ arena. It can also be 

used to broadcast interviews with athletes, coaches, and analysts, 

providing fans with additional insights and perspectives on the event. 

(e) Public address and Event information system: Low power FM can 

be used as a public address system, allowing event organizers to make 

announcements and communicate with attendees. It can be used to 

broadcast important event information, such as schedules, maps, and 

directions. This can help attendees navigate the event and stay 

informed. 

(f) Music Concerts and cultural events: Low power FM can be used to 

broadcast music and other entertainment before, during, and after 

events such as music concerts, plays and other cultural events.  

(g) Religious organizations: Low power FM can be used by temples, 

churches, synagogues, and mosques to broadcast religious services 

and messages to their congregations/ nearby habitants. 

(h) Political Rallies: Low Power FM (LPFM) radio stations can be used 

during political rallies to provide localized audio coverage to attendees 

to avoid noise/ disturbance for other dwellers staying nearby to such 

grounds/ areas where rallies are held.  
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2.4. Other than being a cost-effective way to reach a local audience and provide 

valuable information and entertainment, Low-power FM can be an effective 

way to reduce noise pollution in the country. India is one of the most noise-

polluted countries in the world, with many of its cities consistently ranked 

among the noisiest cities globally according to the recent ‘Annual Frontier 

Report, 20221’ published by the United Nations Environment Programme 

(UNEP).  

 

2.5. Prolonged, cumulative exposure to loud noise levels (>85 dB) can damage 

the auditory system and induce a sensorineural type of hearing loss, 

usually bilateral, defined as noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL)2. According 

to the study, “Occupational Noise Induced Hearing Loss in India: A 

Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis”2 nearly one in two industrial 

workers in India have evidence of NIHL on assessment using the pure-tone 

audiometry method, indicating the extent of this major neglected public 

health challenge.  

 

2.6. The sources of noise pollution in India are diverse and include 

transportation, construction, industrial activities, religious and cultural 

events, political rallies, and festivals. Noise pollution from cultural events 

and political rallies can be a significant issue for people living in the 

surrounding areas. The loud music and speeches can disrupt the peace 

and quiet of the neighbourhood, cause sleep disturbances, and even lead 

to long-term hearing damage. By broadcasting the sound of such events 

directly to the radio will enable only the interested parties to tune in for 

the programme. This will help in reducing the impact of the noise on other 

nearby residents.  

 
1 https://www.unep.org/resources/frontiers-2022-noise-blazes-and-mismatches 
2https://journals.lww.com/ijcm/Fulltext/2022/47020/Occupational_Noise_Induced_Hearing_Loss_in_India_.4.asp
x  

https://www.unep.org/resources/frontiers-2022-noise-blazes-and-mismatches
https://journals.lww.com/ijcm/Fulltext/2022/47020/Occupational_Noise_Induced_Hearing_Loss_in_India_.4.aspx
https://journals.lww.com/ijcm/Fulltext/2022/47020/Occupational_Noise_Induced_Hearing_Loss_in_India_.4.aspx
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2.7. Introduction of low power FM services is a beneficial step for the public. 

But multiple such small level services will increase the level of interference. 

To build an infrastructure with minimum interference and to provide 

adequate services further studies on the topic is required. 

 

2.8. Radio broadcasting is covered under the provisions of the Indian Wireless 

Telegraphy Act, 1933 which regulate the possession of wireless telegraphy 

apparatus. For broadcasting services using the wireless communication, 

a broadcasting company needs to take two licenses - i) Permission granted 

by the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting; and ii) A Wireless 

Operating License (WOL) from the Wireless Planning and Coordination 

(WPC) Wing of the Ministry of Communication and Information Technology 

under the Wireless Telegraphy Act, 1933. For obtaining WOL, an applicant 

is required to pay prescribed fee to WPC. An annual license fee has to be 

paid to MIB by the applicant as prescribed in the respective 

license/permission.  

 

2.9. At present, FM Radio broadcasting in 88-108 MHz frequency band is 

permitted to All India Radio (AIR); private sector FM Radio broadcasters; 

and Community Radio Station (CRS) operators. AIR is the public service 

broadcaster under Prasar Bharti. For operating commercial private FM 

Radio station in a city, eligible entity is required to participate in the 

auction process conducted by MIB. Only successful bidders in the auction 

are granted permission by MIB subject to fulfilment of prescribed terms 

and conditions. Further, MIB grants permission only to not-for-profit 

organisations to operate CRS by setting up power FM transmitters 

covering an area of 5-10 KMs.  

 
2.10. Another option of using low power FM Radio broadcasting is to use license–

exempt equipment in the 88 – 108 MHz band. In general, the use of low 

power FM broadcasting is not to provide radio services but rather to utilize 
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radio technology to transmit the audio signals with limited coverage. 

Wireless Planning and Coordination (WPC) wing of Department of 

Telecommunications (DoT) vide its Gazette notification dated 18th October 

2018 (Annexure III) has exempted the use of low power analogue FM 

transmitters in the frequency band 87.5 – 108 MHz from obtaining license. 

The power of such FM transmitters is limited to 50 nW e.r.p. As per 

guidelines, the equipment used for low power FM Radio should be type 

approved by WPC. 

 

2.11. In case, Government prescribes a licensing regime for low power FM Radio 

Broadcasting, obtaining a license for using low power FM Radio 

broadcasting would entail a cost in terms of entry and license fee (see 

Section III -Entry Fee and License Fee for details of such charges for other 

type of Radio licensees). Such regime may deter small and innovative 

users. On the other hand, the unlicensed use may make it difficult to 

manage the interference as multiple operators may launch services in 

same area. Moreover, such unregistered operators may not adhere to 

program code, etc.  

 

2.12. In UK, services like drive-in theatre come under restricted services (RSL) 

and require a broadcasting license that regulates the content of the service 

(“BA license”); and a wireless telegraphy which applies to the transmission 

of the service (“WTA license”).3 OFCOM, the UK regulatory body reserves a 

particular part of the FM radio spectrum (87.7 - 87.9 MHz) for licences 

issued for restricted services to cover events of short duration, usually held 

for up to a month.  

 

2.13. Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA) manages 

and issues Low power open narrowcasting (LPON) license which is used 

for niche radio broadcasting services like drive-in cinemas.  

 
3 https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0027/241767/Restricted-services-guidance-notes.pdf 

https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0027/241767/Restricted-services-guidance-notes.pdf
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In Australia low power FM transmissions on frequency band 87.5 MHz to 

88.0 MHz are permitted4. A General User License (GUL) for Low Power FM 

Broadcasting (LPFM) came into force on 17 June 2010 in New Zealand 

with permitted transmit carrier frequencies ranging from 87.6 to 88.2 MHz 

and 106.7 to 107.6 MHz.5 

2.14. USA6 and Canada7 have provisions for low power broadcasting in both FM 

(88-108MHz) and AM (510-1705 kHz) bands. In the USA, unlicensed low-

power FM broadcasting is permitted upto 61 meters. Canada also exempts 

certain low-power FM and AM stations from requirement of a license. 

 

2.15. In the US, an operator does not have to obtain a license to use a low power 

transmitting equipment. But the transmitting equipment itself is required 

to have an FCC authorization before it can be legally marketed in the US. 

This authorization requirement helps ensure that such transmitting 

devices comply with the FCC's technical standards and, thus, are capable 

of being operated with little potential for causing interference to authorized 

radio communications.  

 

2.16. Some low power FM transmitter devices are available in the market. It is 

to be noted that currently no standardization process for such products is 

available. In the scenario where low power FM is categorized as an 

unlicensed service, applicants will not be required to obtain Wireless 

Operating License from WPC. However, in order to prevent interference 

 
4 https://www.acma.gov.au/low-power-open-narrowcasting-licences 
5 https://www.rsm.govt.nz/licensing/frequencies-for-anyone/low-power-fm-broadcasting/ 
 
6 https://www.fcc.gov/media/radio/low-power-radio-general-
information#:~:text=Unlicensed%20operation%20on%20the%20AM,200%20feet%20(61%20meters). 
7 https://ised-isde.canada.ca/site/spectrum-management-telecommunications/en/official-
publications/information/radiocom-information-circulars-ric/ric-40-frequently-asked-questions-low-power-fm-
broadcasting 
 

https://www.acma.gov.au/low-power-open-narrowcasting-licences
https://www.rsm.govt.nz/licensing/frequencies-for-anyone/low-power-fm-broadcasting/
https://www.fcc.gov/media/radio/low-power-radio-general-information#:~:text=Unlicensed%20operation%20on%20the%20AM,200%20feet%20(61%20meters)
https://www.fcc.gov/media/radio/low-power-radio-general-information#:~:text=Unlicensed%20operation%20on%20the%20AM,200%20feet%20(61%20meters)
https://ised-isde.canada.ca/site/spectrum-management-telecommunications/en/official-publications/information/radiocom-information-circulars-ric/ric-40-frequently-asked-questions-low-power-fm-broadcasting
https://ised-isde.canada.ca/site/spectrum-management-telecommunications/en/official-publications/information/radiocom-information-circulars-ric/ric-40-frequently-asked-questions-low-power-fm-broadcasting
https://ised-isde.canada.ca/site/spectrum-management-telecommunications/en/official-publications/information/radiocom-information-circulars-ric/ric-40-frequently-asked-questions-low-power-fm-broadcasting
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and provide quality services, devices permitted to transmit low-power FM 

may need to be standardized by an appropriate agency. 

 

2.17. MIB in its reference has sought recommendations from TRAI on the need 

and timing for the introduction of new service provider for using low power 

FM Radio broadcasting by drive-in theaters. However, other entities using 

low power FM Radio broadcasting for the applications as mentioned in 

para 2.2 and para 2.3, may also need to be considered for this purpose. 

 

2.18. In view of the above discussions, stakeholders are requested to provide 

their comments on whether there is a need for the introduction of new 

service provider for using low power FM Radio broadcasting by various 

entities. 

Issue for consultation: 

Q 1. Should the use of low power small range FM Radio broadcasting by 

various entities be licensed or unlicensed? Please provide your 

comments with detailed justification. 

 
Q 2. In case use of low power small range FM Radio is licensed, whether 

there is a need for the introduction of a new category of service 

provider for using low power small range FM Radio broadcasting? 

Please provide your comments with detailed justification. 

 

Q 3. Should the low power Radio equipment continue to be subjected to 

type approval by WPC?  

 

a. If yes, do the current technical specifications / approval 

process require any amendment/ modification/ simplification? 

b. If not, please suggest as to how to ensure quality standards for 

the equipment and users of low power FM services.  
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B. Terms and Conditions of the low power small range broadcasting license 

 
2.19. In case, use of low power FM broadcasting by drive-in theatres is 

categorizing as a licensed service, the terms, and conditions for such a 

license need to be laid down. Provisions for eligibility criteria, license 

period, entry and license fee, and other variables must be determined. 

 

I) Eligibility Criteria to hold a License 

2.20. As per provisions of existing policy guidelines for Phase-III expansion of 

FM Radio broadcasting through private agencies (Annexure IV), only 

Companies registered in India under the Companies Act, 2013 are eligible 

for bidding and obtaining permission for FM Radio channels.  

2.21. As per existing guidelines for operating CRS (Annexure V), following types 

of organizations are eligible to apply for Community Radio licences:  

a) Community based organisations, which include civil society and 

voluntary organisations, State Agriculture Universities (SAUs), ICAR 

institutions, Krishi Vigyan Kendras, Registered Societies and 

Autonomous Bodies and Public Trusts registered under Societies Act 

or any other such act relevant for the purpose. Registration at the time 

of application should at least be three years old.  

b) Educational institutions 

  

2.22.  The following are not eligible to run a CRS:  

a) Individuals;  

b) Political Parties and their affiliate organisations; [including students, 

women’s, trade unions and such other wings affiliated to these parties.  

c) Organisations operating with a motive to earn profit;  

d) Organisations expressly banned by the Union and State Governments. 
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2.23. In 2008, in ‘Recommendations on Issues relating to entry of certain entities 

into Broadcasting and Distribution activities8, TRAI recommended the 

following: 

 

“3.29 Having regard to the above, the Authority recommends 

that political bodies should not be allowed to enter into 

broadcasting activities. Accordingly, the Authority recommends 

that the disqualifications as contained in item 3 of Part I of the 

Schedule to the Broadcasting Bill, 1997 as regards political 

bodies be incorporated in the proposed legislation on 

broadcasting. 

 

3.45.4.3. Having regard to the foregoing factors, the Authority 

is of the view that religious bodies may not be permitted to own 

their own broadcasting stations and teleports. The Authority 

accordingly recommends that the disqualifications as 

contained in Item 2 of Part I of the Schedule to the Broadcasting 

Bill, 1997 as regards disqualification of religious bodies (as 

enumerated in paragraph 3.42.1 above) may be incorporated in 

the proposed new legislation on broadcasting. However, such 

disqualification should not be construed to mean that religious 

contents in the broadcasting channels should not be allowed, so 

long as such content is in conformity with the appropriate 

content code or programme code as prescribed from time to time 

by the Government. Broadcasting channels may be permitted to 

carry programmes aimed at the propagation of different 

religious faiths subject to strict compliance with the applicable 

content code or programme code, as the case may be.  

 

3.45.4.4. Even though the Authority does not see any reason for 

taking a view different than the one recommended in the 

preceding paragraph by the Authority, particularly because the 

recommendation is in consonance with the basic secular fabric 

of the Constitution and the need to balance the rights of 

religious bodies to propagate their faiths with the maintenance 

of public order and societal harmony, in case the Central 

Government deems it appropriate to review the 

 
8 https://www.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/Recom12nov08.pdf  

https://www.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/Recom12nov08.pdf
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disqualifications as contained in the Broadcasting Bill, 1997 in 

the proposed new legislation on broadcasting, in that event, the 

Authority recommends that the Central Government may 

appropriately consider, as a matter of public policy, the 

questions as to ---- 

(a) the eligibility requirements, if any, to be prescribed in the 

case of religious bodies for such entry, (such as the 

requirement as to registration under the Companies Act, 

1956, etc.)  

(b) the legal framework to be laid down for prevention of 

misuse or abuse of the broadcasting permission by any such 

body;  

(c) the mechanism for ensuring strict compliance with the 

programme code and advertising code by such bodies, 

 keeping in view, inter alia, the availability of resources like radio 

frequencies in different bandwidths and their optimum utilisation 

in the national interest, the balancing of the requirements for the 

available frequencies for use in different sectors like 

telecommunication, defence, broadcasting, etc., and the 

difficulties involved in the enforcement of the programme code 

and advertising code, etc. in the case of religious bodies. However, 

the Authority, even at the cost of repetition, would reiterate the 

significance of recommendation made in paragraph 3.45.4.3.” 

 

However, the above recommendations are still pending with the 

government. 

 

2.24. Further the paras 3.28.1 and 3.42.1 of the above-mentioned 

recommendations which provide relevant clause of the Broadcasting Bill, 

1997 regarding disqualification of political and religious bodies from 

entering into broadcasting sector, is also reproduced below: 
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“3.28.1. It is also pertinent to note here that the Broadcasting Bill, 1997 

(which could not be made into law) had indeed incorporated the following 

provisions as regards disqualification of political bodies in the broadcasting 

sector in item 3 of Part I of the Schedule to the said Bill , namely:- 

“3. Disqualification of political bodies.  

(a) A body whose objects are wholly or mainly of a political nature; 

(b) A body affiliated to a body, referred to in clause (a); 

(c) An individual who is an officer of a body, referred to in clause (a) or (b); 

(d) A body corporate, which is an associate of a body corporate referred to 

in clause (a) or (b); 

(e) A body corporate, in which a body referred to in any of clauses (a) and 

(b) is a participant with more than a five per cent. interest; 

(f) A body which is controlled by a person referred to in any of clauses (a) to 

(d) or by two or more persons, taken together; 

(g) A body corporate, in which a body referred to in clause (f), other than one 

which is controlled by a person, referred to in clause (c) or by two or more 

such persons, taken together, is a participant with more than a five per cent. 

interest.””  

 

“3.42.1. It is, however, seen that in India, the Broadcasting Bill, 1997 (which 

was not enacted into law) had proposed to disqualify religious bodies from 

entering into broadcasting sector. Clause 2 of Part I of the Schedule to the 

said Bill contained the following provisions in this regard, namely:- 

“2. Disqualification of religious bodies.  
 
(a) A body whose objectives are wholly or mainly of a religious nature;  

(b) A body which is controlled by a body referred to in clause (a) or by two 

or more such bodies taken together.  

(c) A body which controls a body referred to in clause (a);  

(d) A body corporate which is associate of a body corporate referred to in 

clause (a), (b) or (c);  

(e) A body corporate in which a body referred to in any of clauses (a) to (d) 

is a participant which more than five per cent. interest;  

(f) An individual who is an officer of a body referred to in clause (a); and  
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(g) A body which is controlled by an individual referred to in clause (f) or 

by two or more such individuals taken together.”” 

 

II) License Period 

2.25. The broadcast licenses have been issued in the case of Private FM Radio 

for a fixed term of 15 years. Whereas community radio stations have a 

licence term of 5 years which can be further extended for next 5 years 

upon request for extension. 

  

2.26. In UK, a licence issued for restricted services to serve an establishment or 

other defined location can be issued for any period, up to a maximum of 

five years. But the duration of the licence should not significantly exceed 

the duration of the event that is being covered. There is usually no limit 

on the number of RSL licences an individual or organisation may be 

granted within a year.9 

 

2.27. On the other hand, in Australia LPON licences are allocated on a 'buyer 

beware' basis and have no guaranteed tenure. If spectrum is required for 

any reason (for example, to plan new mainstream broadcasting services or 

to vary the conditions of existing services), ACMA may take back affected 

LPON spectrum (without compensation) and are under no obligation to 

find replacement spectrum.10 

 

III) Entry Fee and License Fee  

2.28. The entry fee for Private FM Radio broadcasters (i.e. Non-Refundable One 

Time Entry Fee - NOTEF), is determined through the auction process, for 

grant of permission to operate an FM Radio channel. Permission also 

includes the charge for the spectrum (spot frequency) bundled with the 

 
9 https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0027/241767/Restricted-services-guidance-notes.pdf 
10 https://www.acma.gov.au/low-power-open-narrowcasting-licences 
 
 

https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0027/241767/Restricted-services-guidance-notes.pdf
https://www.acma.gov.au/low-power-open-narrowcasting-licences
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permission. The grant of permission for an FM Radio channel without 

bundled spectrum would not serve any purpose as FM Radio services 

cannot be delivered without spectrum. The annual Licence Fee for FM 

Radio broadcasting is as follows:  

 

• 4% of Gross Revenue (GR) of the FM radio channel for the financial year 

or 2.5% of NOTEF for the concerned city, whichever is higher.  

• For the permission holders in the States of the North-East, Jammu & 

Kashmir (J&K) and Island territories (i.e. Andaman and Nicobar islands 

and Lakshadweep): 2% of Gross Revenue for each year or 1.25% of 

NOTEF for the concerned city, whichever is higher, for an initial period 

of three years from the date from which the annual license fee becomes 

payable and the permission period of 15 years begins. 

2.29. On the other hand, Community Radio stations do not require any Entry 

fee and License fee. Annual charges to be paid by CRS operators to WPC 

include Spectrum usage fee of Rs.22,500/-; License fee of Rs. 500/- per 

station; License fee of Rs. 500/- per standby set. 

 
2.30. In the UK11, for licence applications for RSLs to cover events, a £400 non-

refundable application fee is payable. For licence applications for RSLs to 

serve an establishment or other defined location, a £200 non-refundable 

application fee is payable. There is also a daily rate charge for the 

Broadcasting Act (‘BA’) licence fee and for the Wireless Telegraphy Act 

(‘WTA’) licence fee based on operating power (refer Table-3 in Appendix). 

Some countries like New Zealand do not charge any license fees for the 

low-power stations.12 

 
 

 
11 https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0027/241767/Restricted-services-guidance-notes.pdf 
12 https://www.rsm.govt.nz/licensing/frequencies-for-anyone/low-power-fm-broadcasting/ 
 

https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0027/241767/Restricted-services-guidance-notes.pdf
https://www.rsm.govt.nz/licensing/frequencies-for-anyone/low-power-fm-broadcasting/
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IV) Area of Operation and Identification of FM Carrier channel for Low 

Power FM Radio broadcasting 

2.31. As per existing policy guidelines, permissions for private FM Radio 

channels are granted on a city basis. For this purpose, cities are divided 

into six categories based on population. For each category of city, 

maximum number of channels have been prescribed as given in table 

below:  

Table 1: Categories of Cities and maximum number of FM Radio 

channels in each category 

S. 
No. 

Category of Cities Population Maximum Number of 
channels 

1   A+ Metro cities 9-11  

2 A > 20 lakhs 6 

3 B > 10 lakhs up to 
20 lakhs 

4 

4 C > 3 lakhs up to 10 
lakhs 

4 

5 D > 1 lakh up to 3 
lakhs 

3 

6 Others Less than 1 lakh 
in border and 
hilly area 

3 

 

2.32. In a city, frequencies in the FM band 88-108 MHz have been identified. 

The adjacent frequencies in a city have to be separated by 800 KHz. 

2.33. For CRS the frequency spots of 89.6, 90.0, 90.4 MHz, 90.8 MHz and 91.2 

MHz have been reserved. There is no service area defined. However, the 

same frequency is not allocated within 50 km of an existing CRS in rural 

areas and 30 km in urban areas.   

2.34. Appropriate frequency spots for low power short range FM Radio 

broadcasting may need to be identified. 
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V) Allocation of FM Radio Frequency 

2.35. For operating commercial FM Radio station in a city, eligible entity has to 

take part in the auction process conducted by MIB for allocation of FM 

Radio frequency. Whereas frequencies to CRS operators are allocated on 

an administrative basis.  

VI) Technical Parameters 

2.36. The low power FM broadcasting will operate in the same frequency band 

as the commercial FM Radio and community radio. This may lead to 

interference among different types of services.  

2.37. The transmitting range of a radio signal depends on several factors, 

including the frequency of the signal, the transmitter power, the antenna 

gain, and the environment in which the signal is being transmitted. 

However, one of the most critical factors is the Effective Radiated Power 

(ERP). The transmitting range of a radio signal is directly proportional to 

the ERP. Thus, the higher the ERP, the stronger the signal will be in the 

specified direction and farther the signal can travel. Accordingly, in free 

space (i.e., with no obstacles or interference), the power density of a radio 

signal decreases with the square of the distance from the transmitter. 

 

2.38. The power density p (in Watts per square meter) of the plane wave incident 

on the receive antenna at a distance R from the transmit antenna is given 

by the formula13: 

𝑝 =
𝑃𝑇

4𝜋𝑅2
 , where PT is the transmitting power.  

2.39. As per the current guidelines on licensing of Community Radio stations in 

India to prevent such interference between commercial and community 

radio stations, a transmitter having maximum Effective Radiated Power 

 
13 https://www.phys.hawaii.edu/~anita/new/papers/militaryHandbook/pwr-dens.pdf  

https://www.phys.hawaii.edu/~anita/new/papers/militaryHandbook/pwr-dens.pdf
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(ERP) of 100 W is permitted. Higher transmitter wattage with maximum 

ERP up to 250 Watts can be considered on a case-to-case basis, in case of 

a proven need where the applicant organisation is able to establish that it 

needs to serve a larger area or the terrain so warrants, subject to 

availability of frequency and such other clearances as necessary from the 

Ministry of Communication & IT. Permitted maximum antenna height is 

30 meters above ground and minimum antenna height is 15 meters above 

ground.  

 
2.40. The technical parameters laid down for Licensing of low power 

broadcasting stations vary widely from country to country. The maximum 

power of a service using limited coverage spectrum in UK14 is normally 

between 300 milliwatts and no more than 2 watts over a short range of up 

to around a 1 km radius. Whereas in New Zealand15 maximum permitted 

transmit power is 0 dBW e.i.r.p. (1 Watt). 

 

2.41. U.S. Federal Communications Commission rules specifies that no license 

is needed if range of the transmitter does not exceed 200 feet (61 meters)16. 

For license free operation in the FM band the field strength of any 

emissions should not exceed 250 microvolts/meter at 3 meters. 

 

2.42. The operating power for LPON (Low Power Open Narrowcasting) services 

in Australia is limited to a maximum of 1-watt effective radiated power 

(ERP) with 2 km radius coverage in residential areas and 10 watts ERP 

with 10km radius coverage in non-residential areas17. Canada has two 

 
14 https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0027/241767/Restricted-services-guidance-notes.pdf 
15 https://www.rsm.govt.nz/licensing/frequencies-for-anyone/low-power-fm-broadcasting/ 
16 https://www.fcc.gov/media/radio/low-power-radio-general-
information#:~:text=Unlicensed%20operation%20on%20the%20AM,200%20feet%20(61%20meters). 
17 https://www.acma.gov.au/low-power-open-narrowcasting-licences 

https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0027/241767/Restricted-services-guidance-notes.pdf
https://www.rsm.govt.nz/licensing/frequencies-for-anyone/low-power-fm-broadcasting/
https://www.fcc.gov/media/radio/low-power-radio-general-information#:~:text=Unlicensed%20operation%20on%20the%20AM,200%20feet%20(61%20meters)
https://www.fcc.gov/media/radio/low-power-radio-general-information#:~:text=Unlicensed%20operation%20on%20the%20AM,200%20feet%20(61%20meters)
https://www.acma.gov.au/low-power-open-narrowcasting-licences
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classes of low power broadcasting: very low-power FM (VLPFM), up to 

10 W ERP and low-power FM (LPFM), up to 50 W ERP18.  

 

Table-2 

 

Country Power Distance 

USA 18.75mW19 61 m 

UK  300mW to 1W 1 km 

Australia 1W 2 km 

10 W 10 km 

 

2.43. The data from international experience (Table-2) suggests that the current 

license exempted power limit of 50nW will not be adequate to cover the 

entire area of a drive-in theatre and other such applications. 

 

2.44. As per the above discussions, stakeholders are requested to provide their 

comments on the suitable method for technical parameters for low power 

broadcasting stations. 

 
Issues for consultation: 

Q 4. In case stakeholders consider that license is necessary for low power 

small range FM broadcasting, what should be the:  

(a) Eligibility criteria 

(b) Period of License 

 
18 https://ised-isde.canada.ca/site/spectrum-management-telecommunications/en/official-
publications/information/radiocom-information-circulars-ric/ric-40-frequently-asked-questions-low-power-fm-
broadcasting 
19 Conversion from field strength to radiated power using formula given in: https://www.analog.com/en/technical-
articles/radiated-power-and-field-strength-from-uhf-ism-
transmitters.html#:~:text=The%20Relationship%20Between%20Field%20Strength%20and%20Radiated%20Power
&text=At%20any%20point%20on%20the,a%20sphere%20with%20radius%2C%20R. 
 

https://ised-isde.canada.ca/site/spectrum-management-telecommunications/en/official-publications/information/radiocom-information-circulars-ric/ric-40-frequently-asked-questions-low-power-fm-broadcasting
https://ised-isde.canada.ca/site/spectrum-management-telecommunications/en/official-publications/information/radiocom-information-circulars-ric/ric-40-frequently-asked-questions-low-power-fm-broadcasting
https://ised-isde.canada.ca/site/spectrum-management-telecommunications/en/official-publications/information/radiocom-information-circulars-ric/ric-40-frequently-asked-questions-low-power-fm-broadcasting
https://www.analog.com/en/technical-articles/radiated-power-and-field-strength-from-uhf-ism-transmitters.html#:~:text=The%20Relationship%20Between%20Field%20Strength%20and%20Radiated%20Power&text=At%20any%20point%20on%20the,a%20sphere%20with%20radius%2C%20R
https://www.analog.com/en/technical-articles/radiated-power-and-field-strength-from-uhf-ism-transmitters.html#:~:text=The%20Relationship%20Between%20Field%20Strength%20and%20Radiated%20Power&text=At%20any%20point%20on%20the,a%20sphere%20with%20radius%2C%20R
https://www.analog.com/en/technical-articles/radiated-power-and-field-strength-from-uhf-ism-transmitters.html#:~:text=The%20Relationship%20Between%20Field%20Strength%20and%20Radiated%20Power&text=At%20any%20point%20on%20the,a%20sphere%20with%20radius%2C%20R
https://www.analog.com/en/technical-articles/radiated-power-and-field-strength-from-uhf-ism-transmitters.html#:~:text=The%20Relationship%20Between%20Field%20Strength%20and%20Radiated%20Power&text=At%20any%20point%20on%20the,a%20sphere%20with%20radius%2C%20R
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(c) Entry Fee 

(d) License Fee 

(e) Area of operation 

(f) Allocation of Spectrum 

(g) Technical parameters 

(h) Any additional terms and conditions governing such licenses. 

 
Q 5. Whether some specific frequencies in the existing FM band can be 

dedicated for low power FM Radio broadcasting? Please provide 

details with justification. 

 

Q 6. What should be the licensed area of frequency assignment- location-

wise (Stadium, Auditorium, Malls, Residential complex etc.)  or city-

wise. Please provide details with justification. 

 

Q 7. What should be the maximum power of a low power small range FM 

transmitter? Please provide your inputs with detailed justification. 

 

2.45. For listening to the FM Radio, radio receivers are required. Initially, FM 

radio receivers were available as standalone radio receivers sets. 

Subsequently, FM radio receivers became integral part of four-wheeler 

vehicles and mobile handsets. Listening to FM Radio on mobile handsets 

is very convenient as one need not carry a separate radio receiver. In 

addition, it will not disturb nearby people as earphones are used to listen 

to FM Radio on mobile handsets. 

 

2.46. It has been represented by private FM Radio broadcasters that the mobile 

handset manufacturers and operating systems (iOS, Android) are turning 

FM tuners off. Though in some cases, the mobile device chipset includes 
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capabilities to receive the FM radio signals, yet it has been disabled. 

Countries like Brazil and Mexico have made it compulsory for mobile 

handsets to come with the FM tuners. Stakeholders have requested to 

make it mandatory in India also. The issue has been discussed in detail in 

a separate consultation paper on FM Radio broadcasting. 

 
C. Other Issues 

Q 8. Stakeholders may also provide their comments on any other issue 

relevant to the present consultation. 
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Chapter III 

  Summary of Issues for Consultation 

Q 1. Should the use of low power small range FM Radio broadcasting by 

various entities be licensed or unlicensed? Please provide your 

comments with detailed justification. 

 
Q 2. In case use of low power small range FM Radio is licensed, whether 

there is a need for the introduction of a new category of service 

provider for using low power small range FM Radio broadcasting? 

Please provide your comments with detailed justification. 

 

Q 3. Should the low power Radio equipment continue to be subjected to 

type approval by WPC?  

 

a. If yes, do the current technical specifications / approval 

process require any amendment/ modification/ simplification? 

b. If not, please suggest as to how to ensure quality standards for 

the equipment and users of low power FM services.  

 

Q 4. In case, stakeholders consider that license is necessary for low power 

small range FM broadcasting, what should be the :  

a. Eligibility criteria 

b. Period of License 

c. Entry Fee 

d. License Fee 

e. Area of operation 

f. Policy/ Methodology for allocation of Spectrum 

g. Prescribed Technical parameters, if any 

h. Any additional terms and conditions governing such license. 
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Q 5. Whether particular frequencies in the existing FM band can be 

dedicated for low power FM Radio broadcasting? Please provide 

details with justification. 

 

Q 6. What should be the licensed area of frequency assignment- location-

wise (Stadium, Auditorium, Malls, Residential complex etc.)  or city-

wise. Please provide details with justification. 

 

Q 7. What should be the maximum power of a low power small range FM 

transmitter? Please provide your inputs with detailed justification. 

 

Q 8. Stakeholders may also provide their comments on any other issue 

relevant to the present consultation. 
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Appendix  

International Experience on Low Power FM broadcasting   

 
The provisions related to Low Power FM broadcasting in some international 

markets have been studied and are given below: 

➢ Rules for Low Power FM broadcasting   

1. USA 

• U.S. Federal Communications Commission rules specifies that no license is 

needed if range of the transmitter does not exceed 200 feet (61 meters). 

• License free operation in the 88 to 108 MHz band shall be confined within a 

200 kHz wide band centered on the operating frequency and the field strength 

of any emissions not exceed 250 microvolts/meter at 3 meters.  

• For Operation in the band 510-1705 kHz (AM Band) the total input power to 

the final radio frequency stage shall not exceed 100 milliwatts. 

• The FCC has a special class of radio licenses called Low Power FM Radio to 

create opportunities for more voices to be heard on the radio. 

• Low power FM (LPFM stations operate with 1 to 100 watts of power and cover 

a radius up to approximately 5.6 km (3.5 miles).    

• The FCC has developed a computer software program (“LPFM Channel 

Finder”) to help potential LPFM applicants find an available channel in their 

area. 

• LPFM stations are available to noncommercial educational entities and public 

safety and transportation organizations but are not available to individuals 

or for commercial operations.  Current broadcast licensees with interests in 

other media (broadcast or newspapers) are not eligible to obtain LPFM 

stations.  

 

2. UK 

• In UK, services like drive-in theatre come under restricted services (RSL) and 

require a broadcasting license which regulates the content of the service (“BA 

https://www.fcc.gov/media/radio/lpfm-channel-finder
https://www.fcc.gov/media/radio/lpfm-channel-finder
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license”); and a wireless telegraphy which applies to the transmission of the 

service (“WTA license”).  

• OFCOM, the UK regulatory body reserves a particular part of the FM radio 

spectrum (87.7 - 87.9 MHz) for licences issued for restricted services to cover 

events will be of short duration, usually held for no longer than a month.  

• The maximum power of a service using limited coverage spectrum will 

normally be between 300 milliwatts and no more than 2 watts over a short 

range of up to around a 1km radius. 

3. Australia 

• Low power open narrowcasting (LPON) is used for niche radio broadcasting 

services like drive-in cinemas. Australian Communications and Media 

Authority manages and issues LPON licenses. A narrowcasting service is 

defined in the Act as a service whose reception is limited in one or more 

specified ways.  

• The operating power for LPON services is limited to a maximum of 1-watt 

effective radiated power (ERP) in residential areas and 10 watts ERP in non-

residential areas. 

• The intended coverage area of LPON services is: 

➢ 2km radius of the transmitter site for LPONs operating in residential 

area 

➢ 10km radius of the transmitter site for LPONs operating in non-

residential areas 

• The Determination of Radiofrequency Spectrum (Low Power Open 

Narrowcasting Services) 2018 makes parts of the radiofrequency spectrum 

within the 87.5 to 88.0 MHz range available for allocation. 

• Reception of LPON service is always limited. Program content may be targeted 

to special interest groups, or the services are intended for limited locations, 

https://www.acma.gov.au/sites/default/files/2019-11/Determination-of-Radiofrequency-Spectrum-LPON-Services-2018.docx
https://www.acma.gov.au/sites/default/files/2019-11/Determination-of-Radiofrequency-Spectrum-LPON-Services-2018.docx
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meaning an LPON service may only be received in part of its potential coverage 

area. The cost of an LPON licence reflects these limitations. 

• No security of tenure 

4. New Zealand 

• A new General User Licence (GUL) for Low Power FM Broadcasting (LPFM) 

came into force on 17 June 2010. As a result, from 1 October 2010 land 

mobile services in the band 87.5 MHz to 88.0 MHz are no longer be protected 

and LPFM transmissions on those frequencies are permitted.  

• No fee is required for such a license. All fees associated with this license are 

paid for by Radio Spectrum Management (RSM). 

• Maximum permitted bandwidth for LPFM transmissions is 256 kHz. 

• Maximum permitted transmit power is 0 dBW e.i.r.p. (1 Watt), where e.i.r.p. 

means equivalent isotropic radiated power. 

5. Canada 

• Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) has 

exempted from licensing certain low-power AM and FM broadcasting 

undertakings, for example, Limited Duration Special Event Facilitating 

Undertakings and Public Emergency Radio Undertakings etc. 

• In Canada, there are two classes of low-power FM broadcasting stations:  

➢ very low-power FM (VLPFM), which normally allows up to 10 W effective 

radiated power (ERP) in any direction;  

➢ low-power FM (LPFM), which normally allows up to 50 W ERP.  
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B. Cost for licensing 

1. UK 

• For restricted services transmitting at up to and including 2 Watts, there is a 

daily rate charge of £30 for the Broadcasting Act (‘BA’) licence fee and £40 for 

the Wireless Telegraphy Act (‘WTA’) licence fee, up to an annual limit of £150 

for the BA fee and £200 for the WTA fee.  

• For restricted services transmitting at above 2 Watts, there is a daily rate 

charge of £30 for the BA fee and £40 for the WTA fee, up to an annual limit 

of £900 for the BA fee and £1200 for the WTA fee. 

Table-3 

 

 BA fee 

daily rate 

WTA fee 

daily rate 

Total 

daily fees 

BA 

annual 

limit 

WTA 

annual 

limit 

Total 

annual 

fees 

Up to 2W £30  £40  £70  £150  £200  £350 

Above 

2W 

£30  £40  £70  £900  £1200  £2100 

 

2. Australia 

Table-4 

Licensing option Issue charge (GST excl.) Renewal/instalment 

charge 

Narrowcasting service 

(LPON) 

Issued by allocation $4 
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List of Acronyms 

Abbreviation Description 

ACMA Australian Communications and Media Authority 

AM Amplitude Modulation 

AIR All India Radio 

BA Broadcasting Act 

CRS Community Radio Station 

CRTC Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications 

Commission  

DoT Department of Telecommunication 

EIRP Equivalent Isotropic Radiated Power 

ERP Effective Radiated Power 

FCC Federal Communications Commission 

FM  Frequency Modulation 

GR Gross Revenue 

GUL General User License 

ICAR Indian Agricultural Research Institute 

J&K Jammu & Kashmir  

LPFM Low Power Frequency Modulation 

LPON Low Power Open Narrowcasting 

LRSL Long-term Restricted Service License 

MIB Ministry of Information and Broadcasting  

NOTEF Non-refundable One Time Entry Fee 

OFCOM The Office of Communications 

OTT Over The Top 

RSL Restricted Service License 

RSM Radio Spectrum Management 

SAU State Agriculture Universities 

SRSL Short-term Restricted Service License 

TRAI Telecom Regulatory Authority of India 

UK United Kingdom 

US/USA United States/ United States of America 

VLPFM Very Low Power Frequency Modulation 

WOL Wireless Operating License 

WPC Wireless Planning & Coordination  

WTA Wireless Telegraphy Act 
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Annexure I 

MIB Reference dated 07.03.2022  
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Annexure II 
 

Methods of sound broadcasting used in Drive-in Theatres 
 

a) Hall speakers: In this method the movie sound is directly broadcasted 

from the large hall speakers next to screen for the audience to hear audio 

of the movie. This method is not very effective due to loss of sound while 

travelling to the cars at the end caused by distance and mixing with 

atmospheric noise. People are forced to keep their windows open for the 

entire duration of the movie even during summer heat. This also causes 

unnecessary noise pollution and disturbs the people residing near-by the 

drive-in theatre. 

 

b) Wired Individual speakers: To counter the problem of loss of sound due 

to distance, theatres started providing individual speakers to the cars. 

These speakers are hung from the window of each car, which are attached 

to a small pole by a wire. But the problems of noise pollution and keeping 

the windows open remain the same. Also, the sound from the speaker of a 

nearby car could cause some disturbances.  

 

c) Wireless speaker devices: Some drive-in theatres provide a wireless 

speaker box that is synced with the movie. The service can therefore only 

be received by those attending the drive-in movie location who have paired 

the device. Such a speaker can be placed on the dashboard of the car, and 

the sound is contained within the cars. It means there's no noise pollution 

for any locals living nearby. However, there is a factor of increased cost for 

these individual devices which are also in a position of getting damaged 

easily as they are handed over to the costumers for such extended periods.  

 

d) Micro-broadcasting: In this method low-power transmitters are used to 

broadcast the audio signal covering the entire area of the theatre. These 

audio signals are received by the FM Radio sets installed in the cars.  This 
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method has the advantage of the film soundtrack to be heard in stereo 

mode on car stereo systems, which are typically of much higher quality 

and fidelity than the basic small mono speakers.  
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Annexure III 

Gazette Notification dated 18.10.2018 by WPC 
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Annexure IV 

Policy Guidelines for FM radio 
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Annexure-V 

Policy Guidelines for Community Radio 
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